Funded by

What’s Locality?
Locality supports local community
organisations to unlock the power in their
community to build a fairer society. Our
members create the services their
community need the most in spaces which
everyone can use. Locality provides
specialist advice, peer-learning, resources,
and campaigns to create better operating
conditions for our members”.
Over 1,000 members big and small
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Did you see what I did there?
Shout out…………..
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Aims of the workshop
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•

An overview of the CAT approach nationally

•

CAT approach and process in North East Lincolnshire (NEL)

•

Tops tips and signposting to advice and support to get you
started

•

An introduction to the Community Asset Transfer Panel

•

Registering a building or land as an Asset of Community
Value – what does this mean and how you can do this

Why the refresh came about
Power to Change (P2C) have identified Grimsby as one of
their priority areas. P2C focus on supporting community
business i.e. Communities come together and set up
community businesses to address challenges they face
together.

There are many types of community business. They can
be shops, farms, pubs or call centres, among many other
types of business. What they all have in common is that
they are accountable to their community and that the
profits they generate deliver positive local impact.
CAT can be an important part of a community business
Funded by
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CAT – what do we mean?
•

Community Asset Transfer is an established mechanism used to enable the
community ownership and management of publicly owned land and buildings.

•

Shift of power to communities in ethos, but also a legal property transaction

•

It is a voluntary process of disposing of assets

•

Range of transfer options can vary widely although communities typically take on the
ownership or management of a community asset on:
•
•
•
•
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a management agreement
a licence to occupy
short term lease – less than 7 years – can be 1-2 if new organisation
long lease up to 125 years

•

CAT usually involves a transfer at less than market value, either at a reduced cost or
free of charge. The level of subsidy is usually determined by the social economic or
environmental benefits generated by the transfer.

•

It is all about negotiation!

Asset Development
Managed workspace, industrial
buildings, visitor centres,
marina, sports facilities, training
facilities, shops, cafes, cinema,
housing, green space, car
parks, community centres,
live/work space, health centres,
nursery, transport (buses), wind
farm, arts centre

Asset based development – the ethos
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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Possession of tangible assets = viability, independence, sustainability
Ownership of buildings and land leads to community transformation
Financial assets – capital funds, investments, balance sheets
Income generation
Research by MHCLG and Power to Change estimates £220million to
the economy each year from community assets – important multiplier
locally
Builds capacity of the VCS
Access to wider finance
Allows LA to transfer assets to the community where they are in a
better position to run them
Ripple effect – new community enterprises and services

Challenges
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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It isn’t for everyone – success often depends on individuals
No one size fits all – not always replicable
Assets need to be viable and fit for purpose – many are not
Capacity & culture – staff and board skills ‘skills heavy’- ‘job
on top of your job’
Inherent risks – finance, legal, design, planning
Need professional input
Long term approach & vision required
Time
Cross-departmental working with authority

Asset vs Liability
•
•
•

•
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Not one test
Depends on asset AND the capacity of the organisation
CAT comes from a push - LA want off books or a pull –
community organisation wants the asset – which one
determines the asset vs liability balance
Not an immediate decision – these things take time

Physical Resources

Key Stages
• Inception (the catalyst)
• Imagination (the vision)
• Discovery – physical building, types of activities, what
money, community consultation etc (essentially a
feasibility stage)
• Planning - business planning (including focussing on
asset management)
• Forming – Governance
• Negotiation – for CAT
• Investment
• Acquisition
• Development
• Management
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Negotiating Leases – sticking points
• Restrictions on subletting/charging for use
• Being able to use the asset as security on borrowing (e.g.
assignability clause)
• Having to report on and adhere to a parallel Service Level
Agreement (e.g. linked to delivering specific community activities)
• Severity of restrictions on use (potentially limiting the evolution of
the organisation in the future)
• Restrictions on building works/extensions
• Break clauses (in favour of the landlord) and termination events
• Rent reviews (e.g. every five years)
• A ‘short’ long lease
• Unrealistic maintenance schedules
• The Council charging their own legal costs back to the transferee
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Asset Transfer in NE Lincolnshire
•

•
•

•

•
•
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Facilitates the creation of strong resilient communities
putting people at the heart of decisions that affect them
locally
Enabling autonomy within local communities helping to
create a thriving network of local enterprise
Assists local communities to provide services that the
Council may no longer be able to provide
Creates opportunities for innovation and new approaches
to service delivery to better support local areas encouraging
co-production led by communities
Assists in the delivery of the NEL Council Plan by
strengthening partnerships with community organisations
Enables community groups to use properties to generate
revenue which will support the delivery of benefit to
communities

Local CAT Examples

Other examples to share?
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The Toolkit is intended as a handy guide to help you
understand what is involved in taking over and running a
community asset. It provides information, resources and
references to organisations which support communities to
be strong and successful.
The document also includes a jargon buster to try and
keep this as simple as possible
You are fortunate that both the Council and Sector
Support NEL Partnership are resourced and available to
support groups to explore CAT opportunities – not the
same everywhere!
https://www.nelincs.gov.uk/your-council/localism/#transfer
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CAT and other public bodies
CAT can also be negotiated with other public bodies such
as Health, Police, Fire, even Housing Associations
There was an aspiration to engage the Estates Partners
but Covid meant they did not meet. There does not appear
to be a track record or understanding of CAT with the
partners but this could be an opportunity to explore
especially if the Council do not have the type of facility you
seek?
Possible opportunities - thoughts?
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Types of CAT possibilities
There are many different types of potential CAT’s to consider
and to discuss with the Council regarding their suitability and
availability in support of your proposals. These cover a wide
range of potential pipeline opportunities which may be
actively being marketed for opportunities or that are
underutilised and identified by a local Group.
The types of opportunities include:
•
Allotments
•
Amenity open space
•
Surplus land or property
•
Playing fields
•
Parks and open spaces
•
Community centres
•
Play areas.
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CAT Potential Pipeline - Jack
Where can I find out about opportunities and what are they?
Many assets have already been considered and many are used by the
Council therefore would not be available or suitable for a CAT.

The Localism page on the Council’s website holds a list of assets that may,
in whole or part, be considered for a potential CAT (subject to detailed
review and successful EOI/BC).
These are assets that are likely to have or could continue to be used by the
community.
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Stage 1: Informal discussion/ intention to submit
Expression of Interest (EOI)

Stage 2: Business Case (BC) and Recommendation,
Decision, Completion

Step 1:
Window of opportunity advertised or identified in
pipeline asset list or as an underutilised asset

Step 2:
Informal discussion with the Council’s Estates &
Business Development Team, Voluntary Community
Sector (VCS) & submits interest in writing

Step 3:
Council due diligence and assessment by Panel
(virtual: Officers, VCS, Community Representation)

Step 4:
Decision by Panel
(engagement with Ward Councillors and decision makers (Leadership Sponsor and Portfolio Holder (PfH)

Step 5:
Further information required or
No Transfer

Step 5:
Agreement to progress to stage 2, submission of Full
Business Case and agree Heads of Terms for Lease

Step 6:
Detailed assessment of Business Case by Panel

Step 7:
Recommendation by Panel (Officers, VCS, Community
Representation)

Ten (10) step process to
completing a typical CAT in
North East Lincolnshire Jack

Step 8:
Further information
required (back to Step
5) or
No Transfer

Step 8:
Leadership/ PfH
agreement, forward plan
submission for less than
best approval at Cabinet
(circa 3 months)

Step 9:
Heads of Terms used to
instruct Legal to
complete Lease

Step 10:
Asset transferred
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Could be
worse…

Bradford CAT Process

Information required at Expression of
Interest (Stage 1)
•

is the asset eligible for CAT?

• the benefits for the community, for the organisation
making the application and how they relate to the
Council’s Strategic priorities and outcomes.
•

governance, structure and history of the organisation.

A template is available to assist your thinking.
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Information required when
submitting a full business case
(Stage 2)
A full business plan will need to include (but not limited to):
• evidence of community needs and support.
• details of the skills and knowledge available within
your group/ organisation
• details of their experience in delivering services or
facilities within the local community.
• cash flow forecasts for the management of the asset
• proof of, or proof of intentions to gain, resources both
capital to spend on the asset and revenue to cover the
running costs.
• Others….
• This will be the focus on the second session which
Claire will lead on
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Are you clear on…..
Here are some questions you might ask yourself before
you start the asset transfer process:
• Why is your organisation interested in the asset, what
are your plans and what outcomes do you hope to
achieve?
• Consider the reasons you are interested in the land or
building. You will need to explain these to the Council
and demonstrate throughout the process how you will
achieve your outcomes.
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Are you clear on…
outcomes you may want to consider:
•
Community empowerment and benefits to the local or wider
community
•
Capacity building through the use of local skills, experience,
knowledge and time
•
Retaining and improving local provision
•
Delivering local services that meet local needs through
community led and community-controlled assets.
•
Extending the use of a building or land to do things in a different
way, being as creative and innovative as you can.
•
Delivering value for money including the ability to draw/attract
other sources of funding not available to the Council.
•
Social enterprise and social wellbeing, including bringing the
community together.
•
Financial viability, long-term sustainability and external
investment
•
Working with existing/new partnerships to deliver the above
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An introduction to the Community
Asset Transfer Panel - Jack
• Made up of Council Officers across Estates, Valuation,
Legal, Finance and Commissioning
• Sector Support, North East Lincolnshire
• Community Ambassador
• Considers EOIs and makes comments back to Groups
or recommendations to Decision Makers
• Considers Business Cases and makes comments back
to Groups or recommendations to Decision Makers
• Compiles reports to Cabinet, completes the Valuation
and instructs Legal to undertake formal agreements
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Support & Resources
Locality
https://locality.org.uk/
Locality CAT guides: https://locality.org.uk/services-tools/resources/resources-for-communityorganisations/

Sector Support North East Lincolnshire - offer a range of help and advice on issues like funding,
governance, safeguarding and volunteering as well as training courses and events. Sector
Support also assists groups locally going through the CAT approach:
https://www.sectorsupportnel.org.uk/

Understanding Community Asset Transfer – A guide for Community Organisations:
https://www.powertochange.org.uk/research/understanding-cat-communityorgs/
Lots more links in the refreshed Approach.
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Diagnostic Tool
Helpful practical checklist of
considerations to help you
prepare
•
•
•
•
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Governance
Finance and Funding
Managing People
Example cash flows

Top Tips
•
•
•

•
•

•
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Use local resources CAT toolkit, peer learning – ask others
Capacity of organisation as starting point - funders 4 C’s:
Credibility, Competence, Capacity and Confidence
Sustainability & Succession – does the organisation have the
capacity, right people, skills and attitude to operate, manage
and maintain the asset in the long term?
Identifying risks early
What information do you need up front? – running costs?
Are you seeking funding? And restrictions or legal issues? Is
there a service – can you provide that? Rights of way?
Heritage significance, repair liability etc.
What do you want? Be clear about what you want the asset
for and what you are prepared to do

Top Tips II
•

•

•
•
•
•
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Adaptability - Separate the service from the asset – does it
still make sense?
Viability – will the asset have or generate the financial
resources you need? Feasibility BEFORE business planning.
Who will pay? Income mix.
CAT takes time – does it still work in 2-3 years?
Council services can be totally separate and CAT involves
them all…
Build support and engagement
Professional input - surveyors, architects, business planning

Remember…

It’s not about how big, good
looking, well-designed, and
environmentally sustainable it is.

It’s what you do
with it that counts!
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Registering a building or land as an
Asset of Community Value – what
does this mean and how you can do
this
The main thing to remember is that it’s not the same as
CAT and in most circumstance is not the preferable route.
But where it’s privately owned it may be the only option to
get a foot in the door, but it’s a market price negotiation so
rarely used by communities where access to capital is a
huge barrier. As a pre-emptive measure getting something
listed has symbolic value, and may influence future
change of use planning applications, but apart from that,
CAT is always the ultimate goal.
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Community Right to Bid
(Assets of Community Value)
• Came info force in September 2012.
• Voluntary and community organisations (and parish
councils) can nominate land and buildings to be included
in a local ‘list of assets of community value’.
• The local authority is required to maintain the list.
• If the owner of a listed asset decides to sell, a
moratorium period (a 6 month ‘pause’ in the sale
process) will be triggered during which time the asset
cannot be sold.
• This window affords communities precious time to raise
the necessary funds and bid for its purchase.

What is an Asset of
Community Value?
Its main use currently, or recently, has been
to “further the social well-being or social
interests of the local community” and there is
a likelihood that it could continue to do so.

Who can nominate?
• Parish councils.
• Neighbourhood Forums (as defined in
Neighbourhood Planning regs).
• Unconstituted community groups of at least 21
people on electoral roll.
• Not-for-private-profit organisations (e.g.
charities).
• …with a local connection.

How do you nominate?
•
•
•
•
•

By application to relevant LA.
Description of land and boundaries.
Known owners and occupiers.
Reasons why it is of community value.
Evidence of nominator’s eligibility.

Nomination stage is meant to be easy!

Right to Bid vs Asset Transfer
Right to Bid

Asset Transfer

Basis

Statutory

National policy

Type of asset

Any asset

Any council owned asset

Ownership

Any owner

Public sector

Process

Defined in Localism Act

Mutual negotiation

Value

Market value

Undervalue

Terms

Freehold or lease of 25+
years

Mutual negotiation

The process…step by step…
STEP 1:
Get informed, get organised,
get mapping

STEP 2:
Get 21 people together and
nominate the asset

STEP 3:
Local Authority
accepts/rejects nomination

...

...

STEP 5:
Finance, (Community
Shares?)

STEP 6:
Asset is brought into
community control

www.mycommunityrights.org.uk
www.theplacestation.org.uk

STEP 4:
If asset sold, up to 6 months
to raise funds to bid to buy

www.communityshares.org.uk
...
...
...

Managing the list
• LAs manage the local list of
‘assets of community value’ (ACV).
• Applies to public & private land.
• Nominated by an eligible body.
• LA has up to 8 weeks to decide.
• LA must give notice to list to
owner, occupier, nominee (and
parish council).
• Right of appeal for landowner.
• If accepted, remains on list for 5
years.

The Pub?

The Post Office?
The Village Hall?
The Corner Shop?

The School?
The Allotments?
Your House?

Example - North East Lincolnshire Council Register of Assets
of Community Value
Part 1 – Assets Held on the Register
Ref number
Name and address of asset

Group nomination asset
Date entered on register
Date register entry expires
Notification of disposal
received
End date of interim
moratorium period
Full moratorium triggered (6
months)
Community Group triggering
the moratorium

ACV006
The Wellington Street
Methodist Church’, 354
Wellington Street, Grimsby,
DN32 7JS
NELC VCSE Alliance
02/03/2020
03/03/2025
Date advised marketing board
erected 10/03/2020 – subject
to confirmation.
21/04/2020
08/04/2020
East Marsh Community
Limited
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Questions…..

Next steps
Session 2 – What you need for a Community Asset
Transfer Business Case
Claire Etheridge, Delivery Manager, from Sector Support
North East Lincolnshire Partnership will talk you through
the stages and demystify the processes.
You will also hear about the resources available to
complete these tasks.
Date: Weds 5th May 2021
Time: 6:00pm – 8:00pm
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Session 3 – Asset Management
The hard work really starts once you are successful with a
Community Asset Transfer. There will be challenges
around fund raising, design and construction,
maintenance, legal requirements, policies and procedures.
This session will alert you to these and share experiences
from established groups who have already taken on a
Community Asset.
Date: Thurs 13th May 2021
Time: 6:00pm – 8:00pm
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